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Camden  
New  
Wave
is a showcase of 
innovation, bright 
ideas, and knowledge. 
Camden is the centre 
of a constant flow 
of ideas, creativity, 
and unexpected 
collaborations.

The New Wave aims to foster the cross-pollination of ideas 

between different artistic hubs and sub-cultures—from 

performing arts collectives and musical societies to digital hacks 

and app developers. 

Building on Camden’s long-standing anarchic and experimental 

reputation for innovation in the creative arts, the New Wave 

seeks to bring some of Camden’s newest and best-kept secrets 

out of the dark and into the light.

Help us make waves!         #newwave13

Keep up to date on happenings at the New Wave

camdennewwave.co.uk



The Floating Cinema
1pm-6pm / Saturday / 2 Nov / Granary Square / N1C

Join UP Projects’ The Floating Cinema and artists Tracy & Hobbs at King’s Cross 
Granary Square steps for a day of ‘Water Folk’ activities as part of the Camden New 
Wave festival. The Floating Cinema will host an afternoon of waterbug discovery 
activity. Take a close look through microscopes and magnipots at the cornucopia of 
fascinating creatures you can dip direct from the canal with artists Tracy & Hobbs. 

After finding and making your observations of a mass of minute creatures, enjoy 
capturing their movements on our animation table. We will be making flip–books 
and spinning thaumatropes for you to take home and treasure. Enjoy a day of free 
family–friendly activity on-board the Floating Cinema.

UP Projects' Floating Cinema is a project by artists Somewhere and is designed 
by Duggan Morris Architects. The Floating Cinema is supported by The Legacy 
List, the charity of the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park with their corporate partner 
Bloomberg as part of Bloomberg East in partnership with Canal & River Trust.

The Worst of Scottee
7:30pm-8:30pm / Monday / 28 Oct / Camden People’s Theatre / NW1 2PY

Everyone has done stuff they regret; most people bury it in the past.  
Six months ago Scottee hired a psychotherapist and a filmmaker to dig up his 
past. The Worst of Scottee sees the Time Out Performer of The Year encounter 
past flames, ex–friends, and people who no longer like him in an attempt to find 
out where he went wrong. The Worst of Scottee won the Total Theatre Award for 
Innovation at this year’s Edinburgh Fringe. This is a sneak preview of the show 
before its London run at the Roundhouse in February 2014.

We’re here...
6pm-10pm / 29 Oct–31 Oct / Chalton Street / NW1 1ES

Created by local arts organisation Small Green Shoots and photographic artist 
Josefina Lopez. A group of young people from Youth Sauce are showcasing 
portraits from the Somers Town community in a projection project. The images will 
be beamed onto a building façade in Chalton St for the community to enjoy. The 
project will provide accreditation for 10 young people and an online platform for 
the public to post their images.

18+

18+ The Surrealist Taxi
25 Oct–3 Nov / Somewhere, Anywhere, Nowhere in Camden...

Throughout Camden New Wave, a Surrealist Taxi will be provided.

If luck is on your side, the taxi can be ordered by calling 074 132 888 50. You can 
indeed leave a message. Someone may try to phone you back but they might not 
be able to meet every request. If your booking is successful, the surrealist taxi will 
pick you up from wherever you wish, provided the collection point is in the London 
Borough of Camden.

The surrealist taxi normally costs £2 per card with a minimum buy in of 5 cards. Due 
to the financial crisis you may pay in the new currency consisting of whatever token 
you decide is currency. You may only use the new currency if you live, work or study 
in the London Borough of Camden.

Once on board, passengers will be dealt a set of cards specifying the direction and 
duration of travel. Embrace the adventure to nowhere you ever thought you’d 
wanted to go in the London Borough of Camden. We will film your journey and ask 
you questions about things which are related to things which are relevant to things 
in the London Borough of Camden.

You will receive a memento of your journey by having a memory of the journey. If 
we like you we may give you something else. But we may not.

http://camdennewwave.co.uk/2013/10/13/the-floating-cinema/
http://camdennewwave.co.uk/2013/10/13/the-worst-of-scottee/
http://camdennewwave.co.uk/2013/10/13/were-here/
http://camdennewwave.co.uk/2013/10/13/surrealist-taxi/


Adopt-A-ShutterPatch Workshop
12pm–2pm & 2pm–4pm / Monday / 28 Oct / Swiss Cottage Library

This Camden collaboration was the result of a project aimed to design an ecological 
system that encourages all people to live better. Private outside space is at a 
premium in urban areas. ShutterPatch uses the outer wall space for growing 
vegetables on lightweight patches that can be retro–fitted to buildings. Cinter 
Design will be hosting planting sessions for this exciting new vertical growing 
system. Construction of ShutterPatches will be demonstrated. Visitors will have 
the chance to adopt a ShutterPatch to grow their own crops at home.    www.
cinterdesign.com/shutterpatch

Design / Make / Create Digital Workshop 
2pm–4pm / Tuesday / 29 Oct / Swiss Cottage Library

One of the Camden Challenge winners the Pop Up Factory showcases the 
possibilities for the future of product manufacturing using 3D printers. The team 
behind the factory want to find new ways for people—especially young people 
in Camden—to make and do things. Cinter Design will host a workshop that 
takes visitors from idea to product in a series of exercises. Make cakes, learn about 
emerging technologies, and create something entirely new in this open workshop 
session.    www.cinterdesign.com

Thingmaker 3D Printing 
11am-4pm / Saturday / 26 Oct / Swiss Cottage Library
11:30am-3pm / Sunday / 27 Oct / Swiss Cottage Library
11am-4pm / Saturday / 2 Nov / Swiss Cottage Library
11:30am-3pm / Saturday / 3 Nov / Swiss Cottage Library

Founded by a group of Camden–based entrepreneurs with startup, engineering, 
and people-focused backgrounds, Thingmaker strive to make 3D technology more 
accessible. Thingmaker run events to inform, educate, and entertain audiences 
around 3D printing and 3D technology. Thingmaker also develop creative new 
technologies that are novel, fun, and downright interesting. Come join Thingmaker 
for a quick, fun free 3D scan and have the chance to have a model of yourself 
printed! See the possibilities for using your 3D image for augmented reality, fitting 
custom items, and much more.ww.thingmaker.co.uk

Hide&Seek
11am-4pm / Friday / 1 Nov / Swiss Cottage Library

Join Hide&Seek at Swiss Cottage Gallery for drop-in games throughout the day – 
modern re-imaginings of parlour games dating back to the seventeenth century! 
Chance, chasing, and chanting all play their parts, with different types of game 
throughout the day – each one taking inspiration from an aspect of historical gam-
ing culture, and taking no more than ten minutes to play. Games are suitable for all 
ages. 

Madaleine Trigg’s Ghostly Pinhole Workshop
11am-4pm / Wednesday & Thursday / 30 Oct–31 Oct / Swiss Cottage Library

Madaleine is a Camden–based experimental performer, director and photographer. 
She has engaged with numerous techniques in the isolation and manipulation 
of the image including live performance, camera less photography, alternative 
photographic processes, and holographic projections. In contrast to our 
increasingly digital approach to photography, this workshop is an opportunity 
to rediscover the darkroom and experiment with this enchanting photographic 
process. Using handmade pinhole cameras and taking advantage of the long 
exposure times, the participants will collaborate to create a series of unique, ghostly 
self portraits.

Swiss Cottage Library (NW3 3HA)  
will host a series of workshops and installations 
throughout the Camden New Wave. 

http://camdennewwave.co.uk/2013/10/13/adopt-a-shutterpatch-workshop/
http://camdennewwave.co.uk/2013/10/13/design-make-create-digital-workshop/
http://camdennewwave.co.uk/2013/10/13/thingmaker/
http://camdennewwave.co.uk/2013/10/13/hideseek/
http://camdennewwave.co.uk/2013/10/13/ghostly-pin-hole-workshop/


Phantom Railings
25 Oct – 3  Nov / Performance: 31 Nov 1pm & 2pm / Malet Street Gardens

An interactive sound installation in Malet Street gardens whose railings were 
removed as part of the 1940s war effort and never replaced, leaving a line of iron 
stumps along the surrounding wall. Using sensor-based acoustic devices, the 
installation makes evident the absence of railings by creating a resemblance of the 
familiar sound produced by running a stick along an iron fence. Inspired by the 
consequences of the removal of the park’s iron railings to aid in the war effort, the 
project engages with a centuries-old debate about public space and accessibility. 
Phantom railings will be onsite during the New Wave programme and will host a 
lunchtime performance at the garden followed by an evening symposium of public 
talks and discussion at Senate House on the 31st of October from 5:00pm–7:00pm. 

That Colour Suits You
Talks: 1pm & 4pm / 26 Oct – 3 Nov / Central St. Martins Foyer / N1C 4AA

Studio Interave are showing an interactive installation—a wall which ‘mimicks’ 
the colour of any object held close, allowing users to build up images, text, and 
pattern with everyday objects—hats, bags, books, etc—on the matrix of lights. 
This colourful surface is an invitation to play and to communicate, an intervention 
altering the rules of public behaviour and encouraging dialog, co-operation, and 
communication between individuals. Paintwall is a physically–generated digital 
image, itself a photo opportunity, its images disseminated via handheld devices. 
The installation will be in the foyer of Central St Martins between 26th October 
and 3rd November. At 1pm each day (and 4pm on Saturday 26th and Saturday 2nd 
November), members of Studio Interave and guests will show and talk about this 
and other projects.

Soundcastle
Workshop: 11am-1pm / Saturday / 2 Nov / Coram’s Fields 
Performance: 2pm / Saturday / 2 Nov / Coram’s Fields

Soundcastle is a pioneering Camden-based arts collective who create new music 
through diverse collaborations. They devise and lead unique projects and artistic 
happenings, making original work through collective music-making. For the 
New Wave, Soundcastle will be running a music workshop and collaborative 
performance for families at Coram’s Fields. Anyone is welcome to join with 
instruments and voices to make a spontaneous musical composition inspired by 
the place, the people, and the moment.

The Artists’ Museum
1 Nov–3 Nov / Online Podcast

The Artists’ Museum imagines London as the most exquisite museum collection 
in the world; unique, diverse, and extraordinarily fascinating. The project will ask 
artists living and working in the Borough of Camden to select five objects, places, 
views or sounds which hold a particular interest for them. These might be found in 
a park, museum, pub or street. Descriptions of the artists’ choices will be recorded 
as podcasts so audiences can visit them at their location and/or listen at home. 
Artists giving tours include: Siobhan Davies, Laura Ford, Antony Gormley, Simon 
Periton, and Richard Wentworth.

Minotail 
Workshop: 10:30am–12:30pm / 30 Oct & 1 Nov / The Pirate Castle / NW1 7EA 
Performance: 10am, 11am, 1pm, 2:15pm & 3:30pm / 2 Nov / The Pirate Castle

Performance: 10am, 11am, 1pm, 2pm & 3pm / 3 Nov / The Pirate Castle

A promenade show for families produced by The Place and presented for the first 
time in The Pirate Castle in Camden Lock. Embark on this interactive subterranean 
journey through different–sounding environments enriched by a theatrical “sound 
hunt” as a map, a golden thread, and a sleeping monster will inspire children and 
carers to explore the alcoves, tunnels, and boats of the Pirate Castle.

My Escape
25 Oct–24 Nov / Swiss Cottage Library / NW3 3HA

This exhibition looks at how the urban city shapes nature and how it influences 
artistic expressions. Ian Drummond uses garden and horticultural designs to 
express his understanding of city living with influences from nature. His work 
reflects personal experiences on a backdrop of concrete living to creative living art 
installations.

Bridge Links
12pm-4pm / Saturday & Sunday / 2 Nov – 3 Nov / Regent’s Park Canal

A site-specific soundscape created from a series of sampled field recordings at 
location s along the Regent’s Park canal. The work will be installed beneath selected 
bridges and experienced by passersby walking along the Regent’s Park towpath. 
The public are invited to help in the creation of the soundscape by adding sound 
recordings via mobile phone and upload  
via the website at www.estherainsworth.com/bridgelinks.
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Attitude is Everything
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Huge New Wave thanks to our partners:


